El Salvador's uncertain future requires that US rethink role
(Continued from page 4)
send troops if the rebels were on the verge of winning? No one knows.
This column leaves huge gaps in the story. I challenge you to fill those gaps yourselves. I challenge you to find out about that small country where the United States has given so much money to murderers and thieves. I challenge you to use those times when you are fed up with problems to read Clements, or Chomsky, or Armstrong and Shenk, or NACLA Report on the Americas, or Zeta Magazine.

Look at El Salvador because maybe, just maybe, our attention today is groundwork for preventing a bloodbath tomorrow.

Barry Klinger, a graduate student in the Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, is a member of the MIT Committee on Central America.
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CONTEXT WORKSHOP

(An experiment in problem-solving for students and faculty)

Q: What should MIT be doing about the "GREENHOUSE EFFECT?"

There may be a global catastrophe upon us. What should faculty and students at MIT do about it? What is our responsibility? What are some of the technical, social, economic and political issues that need to be addressed? A workshop on March 8 is planned to bring students and faculty together.

Object: To brainstorm, debate, and come up with ideas. A workshop "white paper" might be produced to present to appropriate officials at MIT and elsewhere.

Before the Workshop: We would like you to watch the NOVA videotape, "Hot Enough for You?" to give you an idea of the scope of the problems and issues. Call the Undergraduate Education Office, x3-7909, to make arrangements to see the tape. (We should be able to accomodate even the craziest schedule.)

Interested? Find out details by coming by or calling the UEO, Room 20B-141, x3-7909.